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When Taro, a young orphaned mage, attempts to heal a stranger in the middle of a storm, his life is

changed forever when he begins to tamper with foreign magic known only to most fierce and

dangerous creatures of all: dragons.
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The short blurb about what the book was going to be about sounded great. It showed to be 510

pages. Not sure how that numbering system works but I read the whole thing in under an hour. Hero

got his power too quick and there was practically nothing else to it

The Mage with the Dragon Magic is the start of exciting short stories about Taro, a special human

Mage, who has acquired the magic of dragons. It is a simple, yet interesting tale of two types of

magic contained in one person. Taro seems like an outcast in both worlds, but takes his

transformation in stride. The story and concept is very attractive for a fantasy piece, but it does

leave me wanting more. There is little background that really develops the characters, but there is a

lot of potential to watch the characters grow as well as watch the races either come together or

destroy each other. The quality of the story is worth 5 stars, but I am giving it 4 stars more because



it could have been longer with more content. If you want a quick read that gets you excited for more

by this author, then this is the series to read.

This book is basically an introduction to a world. A world where men and dragons once lived

together peacefully, but now are estranged. A young human mage obtains dragon magic powers

and must face challenges from the other dragons.This fantasy world interesting and could form the

basis for a good series. I hope the author has more coming.

Very simple story, though it was readable it read like an overview of an entire situation, child has

problems, child runs into trouble, child learns new power, child overcomes problem, child runs into

new problem, child overcomes new problem, the end. For me, it wasn't worth reading when there

are other books with better characters and plot out there.

Unbelievable the I spent money for a chapter that's it. It wasn't even a good chapter. Why in the

world was this book a recommendation.

I loved the female dragon and male human relationship going. Please don't make it human to

human one because it just boring and not good. Have it so female dragon sacrifices her human

form/side to give that wizard )(I think his name was Taro) the ability to permanently turn into half

human and half dragon meaning human shape and body but dragon everything else even outward

appearance. This book was to short but really well done. It was sad during a few parts of the book

but not saying what as it would spoil it. Make some great evil come up and well some romance

between female dragon and male human but no mating. They can comfort each other, sleep

together, kiss or anything else. It just books seem to get to involved with mating and ruins the story

and adventure. There are some books that can do it unless you could I don't think it be a good idea

unless you only have it for a chapter but very later in the series. I am hoping you receive my

feedback and reply if you can. I hope you write book 2 and make it a few hundred pages please and

more then one book.

The story slams through with just a generic background and the briefest of character introduction.

The plot has potential, but without more building of the characters and the world it is just a shadow

of what it could be.



This is a quick read, but the rapid pace is its greatest weakness. The world and the people of the

story have the potential to be interesting if given a bit more time and attention. It was good but too

short to be great.
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